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Abstract—Indoor SLAM and exploration is an important
topic in robotics. Most solutions today work with a 2D grid
representation as map model, both for the internal data format
and for the output of the algorithm. While this is convenient
in several ways, it also brings its own limitations, in particular
because of the memory requirements of this map format.

In this paper we introduce PolySLAM, a SLAM algorithm
that produces PolyMaps. Our PolyMap utilizes polygons built
from vectors to model the environment, and as such this is a
special case of vector-based SLAM algorithms. The results of
our experiments both in simulation and on real world datasets
show that this SLAM is promising. First, maps are more compact
which reduces memory consumption compared to standard
grid-maps making it attractive for map sharing over wireless
connection such as in multi-robots systems. Second, the quality
of maps produced by PolySLAM is already good for localization
despite the lack of global optimization or loop closure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient SLAM implementations are a requirement for
many applications and tasks with mobile robot platforms.
In the context of multi-robot setups, a special focus lies on
efficient map formats that allows robots to frequently exchange
maps over a wireless network. Previous work [3] introduced a
novel vector-map format based on polygons. Baizid et al [1]
showed that Occupancy grids (the most popular 2D map
format) have a relatively large memory footprint, whereas
vector-based map formats are significantly more lightweight.
The relevance is clearly established, however the map itself is
built on top of a grid-map which mitigate the interest of the
approach.

We propose in this paper a SLAM algorithm that directly
creates a polygon-based map without the need of an inter-
mediate grid-map. This solution permits robots to use only
polygon-based maps during exploration scenario without the
need of costly conversions and potential lost in the infor-
mation. The interest is increased in multi-robot exploration
where knowledge need to be shared when communication is
available. However, the solution requires at least to compute
polygons from laser scan flux, align local with global maps
and merge polygon-based maps. In the proposed algorithm,
local polygon-based maps, named Keyframes, are simpli-
fied by merging vectors that lie on the same line (within
a predetermined error threshold), reducing the number of
vectors involved in further computations. Alignment is based
on a point-to-vector Iterative Closest Point (P2V-ICP) [17]
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algorithm that additionally uses backface culling for further
improvement.

Our paper is structured as follows. In Section II we take
a look at other vector-based SLAM algorithms. Section III
defines our PolyMap format, and the differences with other
vector-based map formats. Section IV explains the proposed
SLAM algorithm (PolySLAM) based on the PolyMap format.
Section V evaluates the performance of PolySLAM through
a series of experiments in simulation and on real datasets.
Section VI concludes this work and present perspectives to
enhance PolySLAM.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Our goal is a 2D SLAM algorithm with a vector/polygon-
based map format that supports explicit frontiers and well
defined transitions between explored and unexplored space.
In this context, we focus particularly on the state-of-the-art of
existing vector-based SLAMs.

Chen et al. introduced TvSLAM [2], a SLAM algorithm
aimed at home cleaning robots. Localization is based on dead
reckoning and ultra-wide-band radio beacons, which have to
be placed in the environment beforehand, while the map
is only used for navigation and planning. Exploration/map
building is done by a wall-following strategy that provides
the vectors for the map. Vectors are build from start/end
points, which are created every time the robot has to change
direction while following a wall. The final map produced
by the algorithm consists of vectors that form polygons, but
it does not contain any frontiers. Intermediate map results
are not discussed in their paper. Among the vector-based
SLAM approaches, TvSLAM is the only one that creates a
closed map with well defined transitions between explored
and unexplored space. However the lack of frontiers and the
requirement of pre-placed beacons makes TvSLAM unsuitable
for autonomous exploration in unknown environments.

Jelinek [7] proposed a SLAM algorithm that provides a
good approximation of the environment, using a vector-based
map format. The map is built from keyframes. A keyframe
holds a point cloud, on which an edge extraction algorithm
is used to create a set of vectors that reflect the geometric
structure of the environment. The first keyframe is used as
the initial map, consecutive keyframes are merged to expand
the map. In the process, overlapping and nearby vectors with
similar alignment are merged, vectors that are shorter than
a preset length are removed. Localization is based on dead
reckoning (via inertial sensors) as initial guess and line fitting
between the keyframe and the map afterwards. This approach
is comparable simple since the edge extraction algorithm just
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Approach vectors polygons closed frontiers

TvSLAM yes yes yes no
Jelinek yes no no no

VecSLAM yes no no no
BS-SLAM B-splines no no no
Lakaemper yes no no no

Table I: State of the art overview

looks for clusters of points that lie on a line. In return the
whole process is relatively fast, and the implicit noise filtering
from the line extraction is dealing with the sensor noise. A
disadvantage is, that there is no distinction between traversable
space and unexplored space, since only observed borders are
stored in the map. As a result the map does not model frontiers,
which would be required by exploration tasks. Another disad-
vantage is, that the line extraction algorithm needs sufficiently
large straight surfaces, having it fail to approximate surfaces
with a strong curvature. Global optimization was left open as
future work.

VecSLAM by Sohn et al. [20] uses a sequential segmen-
tation algorithm described in [19] to create line segments
from point clouds. The keyframes are aligned with the map,
and similar line segments are merged using a recursive least
square filter for robustness. For the purpose of global opti-
mization, a topological map (based on the robot’s pose graph)
is maintained parallel to the vector map. For loop closures a
Weighted Error Distribution (WED) is used to minimize the
error in the affected part of the topological map, and the map
is rebuild. However, the created map does not contain any
frontiers and has no well defined transition between explored
and unexplored space.

Pedraza et al. introduce BS-SLAM [16], an EKF-based
SLAM algorithm that models obstacle shapes with B-Splines
and utilizes the control points of the splines as features for the
Kalman Filter. B-splines in this context are similar to vectors
in that both are parametrized curves and are used to model
the shape of the environment (i.e. the obstacles). However the
splines are not necessarily connected with each other, resulting
in general in open shapes. With no frontiers and no clear
transition between explored and unexplored space, BS-SLAM
is lacking critical features.

Lakaemper et al. [10] are using a vector-based map format
for merging maps which may be created by different robots
(including different laser scanners). Line segments are build
to approximate the laser scan points, but details about this
process are not mentioned in the paper. Instead the focus
lies on map merging and detecting loop closures via shape
similarity measure. Their approach does not rely on odometry.
However like other examples, their map format does not
include frontiers, and the shapes don’t defined clear transitions
between explored and unexplored space.

Table I summarizes our comparison of vector-based SLAM
solutions. None of these solutions model frontiers and fulfills
all of our needs. Only TvSLAM creates closed polygons
i.e. well defined transition between explored and unexplored

space (defined by a closed shape). But without frontiers, path
planning may create routes though unexplored space, which
in general is undesirable.

In this paper, we propose a new SLAM algorithm
(PolySLAM) based on a map representation discriminating
free from unknown spaces and obstacles from frontiers lim-
its [3]. A key point of PolyMap consists in the pose opti-
mization. Contrary to existing techniques [21], [9], [22] that
relies on knowledge structured as graph, PolyMap consists
in alignment techniques as an adaptation of Iterative Closest
Point (ICP) algorithm [13] to handle polygon-based map.
Moreover merging of local and global polygon-based maps
is performed to re-build a collection of polygons in a compact
and efficient structure.

III. POLYMAP FORMAT

A key feature of PolySLAM is our PolyMap format. It
models free space, obstacles and unexplored areas using
polygons. A polygon is built with typed vectors (directed line
segments). We distinguish three types of vectors: obstacle,
frontier and sector. A frontier vector delimits explored and
unknown area. A sector vector delimits a traversable transition
(no obstacle) between the polygon it belongs to and another
adjacent polygon. Formally a PolyMap M is defined as:

type : T = {obstacle, frontier, sector} (1)

vector : v = {(a, b, t)|a, b ∈ R2; a 6= b; t ∈ T} (2)
polygon : p = {v1, v2, . . . , vk|i ≥ 3; vi ∈ v ∧ k ≥ 3} (3)

map : M = {pi|1 ≤ i ≤ n; pi ∈ P} (4)

with p forming a simple polygon, and n being the number of
polygons in the map. Simple polygons are non-self-intersecting
closed polygons [6].

Comparing to our previous defined vector-based map [3],
the map format now includes the addition of the vector type:
sector border. This feature allows to split up large polygons
into smaller ones (potentially with specific characteristics ie:
convex, a limited size, a limited number of edges ...). This
allows us to handle the map merging process easier and faster
by splitting polygons into smaller polygons instead of having
to work with large polygons. Using this new feature, the inside
of polygons in PolyMap only represents free space. All the
space not modeled in PolyMap is unknown/unexplored space.
Obstacles are created by polygons enclosing the obstacle (ie.
unreachable unknown space).

Finally, the vector orientation provides additional informa-
tion. In our implementation, free space is always located on the
left and unknown space on the right of the vectors coordinate
frame (except for vectors of type sector border).

IV. POLYSLAM

In this section, we introduce our PolyMap-based SLAM
algorithm PolySLAM. The algorithm can be split into 4 mod-
ules: data acquisition, keyframe creation, polygon refinement,
and PolyMap merging. Data Acquisition (IV-A), creates and



aligns a point cloud from laser scan, odometry and the previ-
ously built global map. Alignment is performed via point-to-
vector ICP and provides the robot pose. The now aligned point
cloud is converted into a polygon in Keyframe Creation (IV-B),
and then refined in Polygon Refinement (IV-C) to reduce the
number of vectors. This polygon can now be merged into the
global map in PolyMap Merging (IV-D), extending the robot’s
knowledge about its environment.

A. Data Acquisition

We use a single laser sweep of the robot’s laser range finder
and the odometry reading associated with that time instance
in the process of creating a keyframe. As an intermediate
step, the algorithm produce a point cloud and then aligns it
with the previously recorded obstacles (not frontiers) by using
a point-to-vector Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. We
only consider vectors that are of type obstacle and have their
normal vectors facing towards the sensor center, practically
performing backface culling1. That way our ICP algorithm
wont try to align the points with for example the other side
of a wall.

B. Keyframe Creation

Keyframes represent the local environment of a robot at a
single point in time (in practice a very short time interval) and
each are modeled as a simple polygon. Creating the polygon
for a keyframe is straightforward, with the three major steps
shown in Figure 1. We compute the points of the aligned point
cloud and use these to create the vectors that build the polygon.
The last point from the aligned cloud is connected with the
sensor center, and from there to the first point, forming a
closed polygon. The vector types are determined by the length
of the vector: those that are shorter than a predetermined
threshold are considered obstacles, longer ones are frontiers.
Vectors that are connected with the sensor center are always
of type frontier. Invalid laser readings (e.g. NaN) are treated
as close range readings (e.g. the robot radius) in module 1:
Data Acquisition.

The resulting polygon is always simple and closed, its
vectors model either frontiers or obstacles. This ensures that
our starting map (the first keyframe) is also closed.

C. Polygon Refinement

Creating a raw keyframe results in polygon with an un-
necessary high amount of vectors. In particular in indoor
environments, a lot of obstacles such as walls can be described
by only a few yet relatively long vectors. To make use of this,
we reduce the number of vectors in the polygons whenever
possible. This is done by aggregating vectors that (1) all share
the same type, (2) approximately lie on the same line, and
(3) are connected with each other. Connected in this context
means, that the end point of one vector is the starting point of
the following vector (with the possible exception of the very
first and last point). The resulting polygon typically contains

1Backface culling is a a term used in 3D rendering where graphical elements
are not rendered if the normal vector is pointing away.

about an order of magnitude less vectors while still providing a
good approximation of the environment, as shown in Figure 1.
A side effect of this procedure is, that sensor noise is reduced
as the newly created vectors average over the noise.

The simplification process can be split into three major
steps. Step 1: Split the polygon’s vectors into subsets called
simple polygonal (sub-)chains. Step 2: Extract fitting lines
from simple polygonal chains. Step 3: Replace every simple
polygonal chain by a single vector based on fitting lines.

Step 1: Building the initial simple polygonal chains. A
simple polygonal chain is a connected series of vectors of the
same type (e.g. obstacle), in which only consecutive vectors
intersect and only at their endpoints. The end point of the last
vector is not required to be the starting point of the first vector.

To create simple polygonal chains from a polygon we
create an empty collection and add a random vector from the
polygon. We then add all vectors from the polygon that don’t
violate the definition above. If there are still vectors left in the
polygon, we start a new chain with the vector that follows the
last element in the previous chain and repeat the process until
all vectors of the polygon are part of one and only one simple
polygonal chain.

Step 2: Extracting fitting lines. The line fitting algorithm
performs linear regression on every polygonal chain in order
to split them in a collection of chains of aligned vectors.
The algorithm starts with a full simple polygonal chain and
iteratively separates it to optimize the fitting lines. Separations
are performed considering a fitting score s that rewards a high
number of inliers n and a low square error:

s =
n

n+ α

n∑
i=1

e2i

where e2i is the sum of the square distances from the start-/end-
points of the ith vector to the line from the linear regression.
Inliers always contain the first vector of the chain, additional
vectors are added based on their square distance to the fitting
line, using a threshold that can be set by the user. The n/(n+
α) factor (with α = 3 in our experiments) rewards results
with more inliers, but still allows results with less inliers to
score higher if they fit significantly better. The approximation
with the highest score is selected, and the process is repeated
recursively on the remaining polygonal chain.

The process is visualized in Figure 3. The top image shows
a set of vectors, starting with a frontier on the right, followed
by ten obstacle-vectors and finally another frontier. The line-
fitting algorithm starts with aggregating the vectors into simple
polygonal chains (three chains In the example: a single vector
frontier, one chain of type obstacle and again a single frontier).
First, a line is computed from a linear regression over the
start/end points of the chain (original line in the second
image). Next the algorithm builds a sub-chain (which must
include the first vector) of inliers and repeats the line fitting
process once, creating the refined line. The process of creating
original/refined lines is repeated, recursively using a half-
length simple polygonal chain (the result visualized in the
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Figure 1: Creation of a keyframe: from laser scan (left image -180 points)
to raw polygon (center image -181 vectors) and to simplified polygon
(right image - 20 vectors).
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Figure 2: Example of two lines intersecting on
a flat angle with an inappropriate intersection
point.

third image). The algorithm is applied on all simple polygonal
chains of the original raw keyframe and ends with a collection
of (sub-)chains and their fitting lines. The next step consists in
defining the new vectors aggregating each sub-chain as shown
in the fourth image.
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Figure 3: Stages of the line-fitting process.

Step 3: Building new vectors for a simplified polygon.
Once we have sets of polygonal chains (the highest scoring
sub-chains) linked with approximating lines, we need to create
actual vectors to replace these chains with a single new vector
each. To compute that start/end points of the new vectors, we
determine the intersection points between the line for the cur-
rent chain, and the lines for the previous/next chain. However,
if the lines meet at a flat angle then the intersection point is not
numerical stable. An example where the intersection point is
placed significantly off from the expected location is illustrated
in Figure 2. This appears mostly with consecutive polygonal
chains from different vector types which could theoretically
be parallel or collinear.

Therefore, whenever the lines meet at an angle of less
then 15 degrees, we instead compute the projection points
of the start point of the first vector or end point of the last
vector on the two lines involved. If the two points are closer
than a given threshold (1cm in our implementation) then we
use the average of the two points instead of the intersection
point. If the distance is equal or greater than the threshold,
then we use the projection points instead of the intersection
point, and add an additional vector that connects the two
projection points. When all vectors have been created, they
form a new polygon that approximates the old polygon, but
typically contains significantly less vectors. This process may
remove small details in the map, but also averages over the
noise from the laser sensor.

Discussion: Level of Detail & Parameter Tuning

During the polygon simplification process, we have the
inlier threshold parameter that determines which points/vectors
are considered an inlier when fitting a line with a simple
polygonal chain. Vectors whose starting or end points have
a distance greater than the inlier threshold are considered
outliers. One way to chose this parameter is to look at the
accuracy of the sensor and choose a threshold that will include
for example 99% of the samples. For the laser scanner used
in our simulations, we have a Gaussian error model with zero
mean and a standard deviation of 0.01m. That means that we
can expect 99.7% of all samples to lie within +/- 0.03m of the
true position (approximately 2 outliers out of the 720 samples
per laser sweep). If the environment does not include any
challengingly shaped obstacles, this generally leads to good
results and a low vector count.

However, if the environment contains curved obstacles or
fine details need to be preserved, looking at the sensor spec-
ifications might not be enough. A looser threshold leads to a
more aggressive aggregation of vectors and therefor a polygon
with less vectors at the cost of a potential loss of details in
the map and a worse approximation of curved obstacles. A
tighter threshold on the other hand preserves more details but
leads to a higher vector count in the simplified polygon. This is
illustrated in Figure 4, where a starting polygon of 721 vectors
has been simplified with different inlier thresholds.

D. PolyMap Merging

An important task in a SLAM algorithm is to integrate new
data into the global map. In our case, this means to merge an
aligned keyframe with the global map. In order to improve
the speed of the merging process, we store the map in a
Binary Space Partitioning Tree (BSP-Tree). A BSP-Tree is
a data structure, where each node holds a hyperplane (i.e. a
line in 2D) that partitions the space in half, while the leaves
hold objects (e.g. polygons). The left child is associated with
one side of the hyperplane, the right child with the other
side. Objects (e.g. polygons) that are inserted into the tree
are handed down, depending on which side of the hyperplane
they are located. If an object intersect with a hyperplane then
it is cut into pieces so that each piece lies on only one side of
the hyperplane. To maintain closed polygons, the gaps in the
resulting polygons are closed with vectors of type sector. In
our implementation the leaves hold at most one polygon each.

When a new keyframe is merged with the map, the polygon
that represents the keyframe is added to the BSP-tree. There
it is split into convex polygons, which eventually end up in a
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Figure 4: The same keyframe with different inlier threshold for the simplification process.

leaf of the tree. If the leaf in not empty, we now only have
to merge two convex polygons. If this results in a non-convex
shape, the new polygon is split into convex shapes and the
tree grows appropriately.

line A line B

α β

Figure 5: Two possible splitting-lines for the polygon. Line A
has a sharper angle against the normal of the blue vector, and
hence is chosen as the line to split the polygon.

An empty BSP-Tree is represented by an empty leaf. If a
polygon is inserted into an empty leaf, we first check if the
polygon is convex. If so, the polygon is added to the leaf.
If the polygon is concave, we need to create a line to split
the polygon into smaller pieces. The hyperplane/line must
be chosen in a way that, by repeating the strategy, we will
eventually end up with convex polygons.

A trivial way to do this is to split the polygon into triangles,
since they are convex by construction. However this increases
the number of polygons unnecessarily. We instead first select
all concave vertices (i.e. vertices whose internal angle is
greater then 180◦) [15]. From each selected vertex we create
a temporary line to each other vertex in the polygon (except
the two adjacent neighbors). We then chose the line that has
the sharpest angle against the normal of the vector that has
the concave vertex as starting point, as illustrated in Figure
5. This will create two or more polygons that contain less
concave vertices, guaranteeing us that we eventually end up
with only convex polygons after finite repetition. The new line
is used to create a node that replaces the leaf. Two new leaves
are created for the node, one for each side of the line. The
polygons are then handed down to the new leaves, where the
process repeats until all polygons are convex and stored in a
leaf.

If a polygon is inserted into a non-empty leaf, we need
to create a hyperplane/line. However, the algorithm to find a
line that we used for empty leaves can fail in this scenario,
since both polygons could already be convex. Therefor we
instead start by treating every vector of the original polygon
(the one already stored in the leaf) as a line and check how

many corners of the other polygon lie on the “wrong” side of
the line (the side where the original polygon is not located).
We chose the line with the most points on the “wrong” side.
If there are no lines that have any points on the “wrong” side,
than the polygon is fully enclosed by the original polygon.
If the polygon contains no obstacle-typed vectors, then we
discard the polygon immediately. Otherwise we repeat the
process with the role of the two polygons reversed. If this
still bears no result, we can ignore the polygon. Otherwise we
chose the line with the most points on the “wrong” side. We
replace the leaf with a new node, split the polygons on the
new line, and hand down the pieces to the node’s children.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We tested PolySLAM both in simulations and with real
robots. Simulations allowed us to compare our results with
the ground truth and with well known SLAM approaches,
while experiments on real robots showed the performance of
PolySLAM in real-world environments. PolySLAM was used
offline on data set, which are available on our website[18] and
at [14].

A. Simulations

Simulations where conducted by using the Gazebo
simulator[5]. The simulated robot was equipped with a laser
range finder (30m range, 270◦ opening angle, 720 scan points
per sweep). The maps used are Loop, Cross, Zigzag, Maze,
and Willow garage (W. G) as found in Le et al. [11]. The
maps are about 80 × 80 meters (except for W. G. 55 × 45).
Figure 6 shows two of the PolyMaps.

To compare PolyMap to maps built with other approaches,
we rely on map quality metrics normalized error (NE) and
Structure Similarity[11] (SSIM) index. NE is computed from
the sum of the distance between occupied cell of the ground-
truth to the nearest one in the built map. Lower NE indicates
better results (a value of zero meaning the map is identical
to ground truth). SSIM tries to evaluate local similarity by
measuring cell intensities in a floating window, higher values
indicating a better match. The constructed PolyMaps were
converted to grid maps to compute the metrics.

Table II shows results we have obtained for different maps.
We can see that despite PolySLAM not yet using any global
optimization techniques (e.g. loop closure), we still get very
consistent maps.
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data set. Figure b) also shows the robot’s trajectory.
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Map
dist.

traveled PolyMap gmapping karto
carto-

grapher

Loop 294m 131 / 0.92 73.7 / 0.92 20.4 / 0.94 53.1 / 0.94
Cross 576m 72.6 / 0.89 33.8 / 0.90 41.6 / 0.90 29.0 / 0.91

Zigzag 729m 20 / 0.88 87.2 / 0.89 18.3 / 0.89 41.9 / 0.90
Maze 946m 5.9 / 0.89 6.9 / 0.90 8.2 / 0.90 29.1 / 0.89
W. G. 951m 11.7 / 0.77 4.2 / 0.88 5.3 / 0.82 4.78 / 0.87

Table II: Simulation results on different maps (NE / SSIM)

B. Real robots

Experiments with the real robot were utilizing a Turtle-
bot2 [23] that had a Hokuyo utm-30LX laser range finder [4]
mounted (30m range, 270◦ with 0.25◦ resolution, 1081 sam-
ples per sweep). The robot was tele-operated in our department
building. The recorded data was used to create a grid-map with
Karto [8] and a PolyMap with PolySLAM. We choose Karto
for this comparison since it is more robust than other SLAMs
in online exploration [12].

Figure 7 shows the map from Karto in comparison to the
PolyMap that has been converted to a grid-map. Both maps are
consistent and show a good approximation of the environment.
The robot traveled an estimated distance of 69m, and was
able to line up a connecting hallway with almost no visual
misalignment. The PolyMap consists of 66296 polygons, build
from 265434 vectors.

Additionally to experiments with our robot, we also use
PolySLAM on Intel Research Lab public data sets [14].
Figure 8 shows the resulting PolyMap and the trajectory of
the robot. The trajectory contains multiple loops, including
two big loops around the building. The laser range finder
only has an arc of 180◦, making the task more challenging
then the other experiments in this paper. Still we achieved a

consistent map usable by both human and robot localization
and navigation.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In our previous work [3], we had introduced the PolyMap
format and proved that it is more appropriate for multi-robot
systems, compared to the popular occupancy grids 2D maps
format. Indeed, occupancy grids have a large memory footprint
that quickly increases with the size of the terrain. Whereas,
PolyMap is significantly more lightweight, being a vector-
based map format. This makes it more appropriate for multi-
robot systems [1].

Besides, a map based on the PolyMap is made of polygons
paving the navigable space. Therefore, it makes navigation
less computationally intensive. Moreover, a PolyMap-based
map makes frontiers explicit, which are more suitable for
autonomous exploration.

This paper presents PolySLAM, a new SLAM algorithm
that produces maps based on the PolyMap format. Out of laser
scans, it can build maps that have all the benefits listed above.

Our experiments on different types of terrain both in sim-
ulation and on real data sets show very consistent maps. The
quality of maps built using PolySLAM is close to what we
get with state of the art 2D algorithms, despite PolySLAM
not using any global optimization techniques yet.

The PolySLAM algorithm introduced in this paper can be
enhanced in multiple ways. First, we would like to add global
optimization techniques such as loop closure to increase map
accuracy. Then, we would like to improve the efficiency of our
current PolySLAM implementation to use it online considering
standard robots’ computing capabilities. An example of such
improvement is related to our polygon simplification process.
Although it already delivers good results, we expect to improve



it to support dynamic rejection of outliers instead of relying
on a fixed threshold.
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